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Office Furniture Tsiros, since 1952 
“Old fashioned professionalism, new fashioned office interiors” 



Our Identity 
 
 
Tsiros office furniture is a 3rd generation family business, producing, importing, commercializing 
and servicing office furniture since 1952. 
 
We still believe , after seven (7) decades, in honesty and personal contact, creating solid, long 
lasting relationships and achieving top customers’ retention score.  
 
We offer office furniture and seating, partitioning, flooring, acoustic and lighting comfort solutions. 
We work along with companies, organizations, architects,  interior designers and construction 
companies and we develop custom fit or standardised solutions for any working or commercial 
environment or space. 
 
We have set our mark as a strong player in individualism and quality of our office furniture.  
 
This is our identity which makes us a long lasting, reliable, project-based partner.  
 
 
 



Office interiors / Work stations 
Storage & filing 

Seating 
Partitioning 

Sound absorbing 
Flooring 

Educational 
          Conference / Auditorium 

                                  Custom Fit Design Program 
 
 



ST12-13
Orlandini Design

E.S.I.A., “BEST OF COMPETITION”, 2015

GENYA
Dante Bonuccelli

OFFICE NEXT, 2014

BEST OF NEOCON “SILVER AWARD”, 2013

GENYA
Dante Bonuccelli

MENZIONE D’ONORE, XXII COMPASSO D’ORO ADI, 2011

BEST OF NEOCON “INNOVATION AWARD”, 2009

GENYA
Dante Bonuccelli
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Gino Gamberini

Mura
Baldanzi & Novelli

C100
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Tulip
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Conference

Special �xed and hidden systems
Underground quality
A  vision for a global standard in �ttings for university 
lecture halls, conference rooms and performance spaces led 
it to design a complete series of �xed tribunes and platforms. 
These are complemented by a wide range of special systems 
that can transform the spaces in just a few seconds through 
simple automated actions and make them available for other 
uses. These systems include rolling �ooring (seats rotate and 
fully conceal beneath the �ooring), tribunes and telescopic 
terraced steps (seats are collected and compacted along the 
wall), devices on tracks set into the �oor (the rows of seats 
slide and compact horizontally beneath the stand or in speci�c 
storage spaces).

Telescopic tribunesFixed tribunes and platforms

Hiding seating systems Sliding seating systems

Multimedia
Smart integration
Study benches, armchairs and seating systems are 
designed to promote maximum integration and 
synergy with all multimedia systems used nowadays 
in educational and conference activities. The concept 
developed  is inclusive and highly �exible, 
featuring totally integrated, protected and �exible wiring 
that can be adapted and customised to a wide range of 
needs. The interconnection devices go perfectly with the 
overall design, and are also easy and intuitive to use.

Acoustics
The sound of silence
Acoustic comfort is a key element for the proper functioning 
of a classroom, conference room or performance space. In 
order to achieve the highest levels of acoustic comfort, 
can provide architects and designers with a dedicated service 
divided into two speci�c action areas: the specialisation of its 
seating systems, which have already been designed to o�er 
su�cient performance in this area and, last but not least, the 
total space out�tting conceived to o�er the highest levels 
of comfort, making use of the expertise provided by Caruso 
Acoustic®, division highly specialised in the production of 
sound-absorbing panels.

Customisation
Unique standard pieces
The production process developed provides 
superior bene�ts, such as consistent high quality in production 
cycles and sophisticated technology, combined with the 
added value that stems from the innate understanding and 
craftsmanship that imbues Made in Italy excellence. Thanks 
to this combination and its ability to interpret the needs of 
contemporary interior design,  can meet the �exibility 
and customisation objectives expressed in the uniqueness of 
each project by modifying and adapting its seating systems and 
study benches and developing original, innovative solutions. 

Custom armchair for 
La Biennale di Venezia, New Sala Darsena - Venice, Italy
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Ergonomics and comfort
The backrest has a lumbar support that 
is adjusted through a synchronized 
movement at the opening of the seat. 
Di�erent densities of padding, to ensure
a feeling of great well-being.

Structure
Solid and with high technical qualities, 
the internal load-bearing frame, made 
of painted metal, is �xed directly to the 
�ooring, eliminating any visible support.
Installation can be on horizontal �ooring, 
sloped �ooring or on steps, in straight or 
curved rows (according to project).

Design and technology
Armchair with an elegant minimalist 
design associated with innovative 
technological solutions. When closed 
it has a compact shape, with all its 
components contained within the 
volume. Seat and arms open with a 
(patented) synchronised movement and 
cushioned closure.

Genya
Dante Bonuccelli
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Hidden system
It can be installed with the innovative Floor 
Technology foldaway system that, in a very 
short time, hides the seat in a horizontal 
position under the �ooring. 
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Painted wood backrest panelProvision in the base for ventilation devicesRow identi�cation element and seat numbering

Provision for an integrated audio/video system in the backrest Provision for electric power supply (socket on demand) Backrest tip-up table with anti-panic movement

 Accessories



Genya  
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Technical features 
 

Armchair for conference halls, auditoriums and multipurpose spaces, with tip-up seat and arms that 
foldaway automatically in a patented synchronised movement. 

 
Seat and backrest 
Plywood seat, backrest and side panels. 

Non-deformable, CFC (chlorofluorocarbons)-free, differential density polyurethane foam padding. 

Backrest suspension achieved with strengthened elastic belts. The backrest has a lumbar support device 
that adjusts/settles through a patented synchronized movement at the opening of the seat. 

The seat and the two armrests open and close automatically in a synchronised, foldaway motion 
regulated by two cushioned gas devices. Seats and armrests fully covered with fabric, eco-leather or 
leather. 

On demand, the rear backrest can also be provided with a grey oak or eucalyptus wood single coating. 

 
Structure 
Supporting internal structure in painted metal with rust-proofing treatment and chrome-plated visible 
parts, fixed directly to the floor. 

Installation on horizontal and inclined flooring or on steps, in straight or curved rows (minimum radius 6 
m.). Centre to centre distance 58 or 60 cm; inter-row distance 90 cm. 

On project, Genya armchair can be installed with the innovative Floor Technology folding system, which 
rapidly drags the entire body of the seat in a horizontal position under the floor. 

 
Accessories 

Tip-up writing table for the backrest in HPL laminate with grey oak, eucalyptus or black finishes, with anti-
panic movement. 

Rear backrest in painted wood with grey oak or eucalyptus finishes. 

Base provision for aeration system with painted metal grille. 

Provision for an integrated monitor/audio system into the backrest. 

Electric power supply provision (socket on demand). 

Seat numbering. 

Row identification element. 

 
Tested according to European standards. 
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Finishes
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Seat, Backrest, Side panels, Arms Accessories: Rear backrest Accessories: Backrest table
Accessories: Metal grille for aeration 
system

Fabrics 

Inca
King
Trevi
Revive 1
Extrema Au
Dualcycle Net
Luna CS
Remix 2
Steelcut Trio 2
Pelle - Leather

Inca
King
Trevi
Revive 1
Extrema Au
Dualcycle Net
Luna CS
Remix 2
Steelcut Trio 2
Pelle - Leather

HPL Laminates

Rovere grigio - Grey oak
Eucalipto - Eucalyptus
Nero - Black

Painted wood

Rovere grigio - Grey oak
Eucalipto - Eucalyptus

Paints

Su richiesta - On request
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Luigi Bocconi University
Milan, Italy



196, Mesogeion Av. Cholargos 
3, Papaflessa str,  Ag. Paraskevi 
Switchboard: 0030 210 651 4951 

Email: epiplo@tsiros.com.gr 
www.tsiros.com.gr 
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